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It’s been a hard month.  The 
markets have been wild and volatile, 
putting investors on edge and fuel-
ing uncertainty.
SO WHERE DO WE STAND?

Currently, our recommended 
portfolio is broken down with 35% 
in U.S. government bonds, and 35% 
in stocks.  We have 20% in metals 
investments and 10% in cash U.S. 
dollars.

As you know, this portfolio pro-
vides a guideline and you can adjust 
it to fit your needs.  Some investors, 
for instance, will have a large chunk 
in real estate and so on.  But taking 
the investing portfolio as it stands, 
here’s the current situation...

We’ll begin with the good news, 
which is bonds.
BONDS ARE BEST

Many of you were surprised when 
we recommended buying U.S. gov-
ernment bonds last February but 
they’ve been our best investment this 
year, gaining 23% (see Chart 1).  

Bonds told us back then that 
deflation was going to become more 
dominant, and that’s what hap-
pened.  And since bonds do well dur-
ing times of deflation, they’ll likely 
continue to be top performers.

Stocks, on the other hand, are 
mixed.  Even though the major 
trend remains up, some stocks are 
doing fine, but others aren’t.  In the 
case of our recommended stocks, 
they’re about 50-50.

So what to do?  We’re going to 
keep them for now because the 
market is bullish.  But if the weaker 
stocks don’t join in, we’ll likely sell 
them on a rebound.  

Then we’ll either buy stronger 
stocks, or lower our stock position 
and raise our cash.  It’ll really just 
depend on how the stock market 
evolves from here.

With the U.S. dollar so strong, we 
feel a larger cash position is justi-
fied.  If we do that, it’ll probably be 
due to lightening up on stocks and/
or metals.
METALS HIT HARD

As you know, the bad news this 
month was the steep decline in 
the metals markets.  Even though 
our metals position is 20%, it still 
weighed down our overall porfolio.

The metals are bearish and so 
are the resources.

We’re on the wrong side of the 
market.  But we’ve been seeing bot-
toming action for over a year.  And 
with this market totally bombed 
out, a stronger rebound rise could 
happen soon and we may lighten 
up.  But if this turns out to be the 
bottom in metals, we’ll keep our 
positions, and buy more.

So what happened?  Our initial 
view was to ride through this weak-
ness during the bottoming process, 
which has been in force since June, 
2013.  

We were looking over the valley, 
so to speak.  But that’s been a mis-
take for those who bought in recent 
years, especially gold shares.  We 
broke our own rules and it’s cost us.  
And for that we apologize.

But we’ll do our best to get back 
on track in the best way possible, 
even though a lackluster situation 
might last another year or so.

What really threw a wrench in 

the works was how quickly and 
sharply the U.S. dollar rose (see 
Chart 1).  This affected many of the 
markets, especially the metals.
THE DOLLAR JUMP

This also surprised the Fed.  
The super strong dollar is putting a 
damper on the Fed’s plans for fuel-
ing some inflation.  And even though 
unemployment has now dropped to 
5.9% and the economy grew at 4.6% 
annnualized in the second quarter, 
the strong dollar is going to keep a 
lid on growth.  

It’s also going to intensify de-
flationary pressures, which will 
keep interest rates low.  This in 
turn could mean QE will have to 
continue.  

Meanwhile, banks still aren’t 
lending like they should.  Yes, 
they’ve loosened up a bit but it 
hasn’t been enough to really get 
things rolling.

On a lighter note, here’s how our  
very dear friend, Chuck Butler from 
Everbank, describes the current 
situation in his own witty way... 

“Let’s say you are a bank and 
you have excess reserves the Fed 
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gave you, in hopes that you 
would loan out the money.  
But you’ve just experienced 
a big break up, and your 
heart is still broken over 
how many people walked 
away from their loans in 
2008... But now, the Fed 
will pay you interest for 
holding your money there 
at no risk of further heart 
break... Are you going to 
try love again right away?  I 
don’t think so... It’s too easy 
on the emotions to hold the 
money at the Fed... But one 
of these days, you’re going 
to get ready for another chance at 
love... And when you do, it will be like 
a flood of emotions on the economy, 
inflation will soar, and so will inter-
est rates.”

But we’re not there yet.  Ben 
Bernanke recently admitted that he 
was turned down for a mortgage loan.  
Now that’s pretty amazing, illustrat-
ing that anything is possible.
BACK TO BASICS

At times like this it’s always good 
to review some basic investment 
tips to follow, no matter what the 
markets are doing. These are simple 
but they’re important.

They’re like going back to square 
one, but hopefully they can save you 
a lot of time, trouble, anguish and 
money. In most cases, we’ve learned 
these lessons the hard way, and 
we’re still learning. But the ones we 
think are most important are…
• Know yourself

Are you conservative or a risk 
taker? Young or old? Fearful or 
greedy? Think about it and face 
yourself.

This will help determine what 
types of investments you’ll go into, 
and by how much. The bottom line 
is risk versus reward and by know-
ing yourself, you’ll know how far 
you’re willing to go, or not go.
• Don’t let opinions overwhelm 
you

Opinions are everywhere… on 

TV, the internet, friends, experts 
and so on. This can be confusing, 
especially the day to day stuff.

If something makes sense, it 
doesn’t mean it’s going to happen. 
Very often, things that are correct 
don’t make sense.

That’s why relying only on mar-
ket fundamentals can be tricky. It’s 
also why charts are so important. 
The price action in any market 
will tell you the story. But inter-
preting the story is the key.

That’s where we can sometimes 
go wrong because we don’t quite un-
derstand what the market is telling 
us. And it may be contrary to what 
you’re thinking.

Remember, the markets don’t 
care about your opinion. So stay 
humble and never tell the markets 
what they should do. When you’re 
contrary to what’s happening it 
usually doesn’t end well.
• The trend is your friend

Whether you agree or not, if a 
trend is in motion, that’s where you 
want to be. That’s especially true for 
major market big trends.

That was the case for gold from 
2001 to 2013, the stock market 
from 2009 to the present and bonds 
this year.

Keep in mind, markets lead so 
the reasons why may not be obvi-
ous when a major trend is getting 
started. Ideally, the trends and the 
fundamentals will coincide. That’s 

the best of both worlds, but 
it doesn’t always happen. 
When in doubt, go with the 
trends and maintain cau-
tion, just in case.
•Watch out for wild cards

These are those random 
events that can come flying 
at us and upset the apple 
cart. These can be wars, 
financial events, or even 
ebola.

Two examples were 9/11, 
and the sub-prime real es-
tate crash and bank melt-
down in 2008. And that’s 
why you have to stay alert 

no matter what’s going on.
Currently, there are many wild 

cards hanging overhead… ISIS, the 
war in the Middle East, Russia, Hong 
Kong, the $200 trillion derivatives 
market, and more. This brings us to 
our next tip, which is…
• Don’t worry too much

This may seem strange after we 
just talked about the wild cards. 
Nevertheless, don’t let all the gloom 
and doomers scare you to death.

Sure, there are serious problems 
in the world today. Everyone agrees 
on that, but try not to let fear dictate 
your actions.

The collapse of Western civiliza-
tion is not going to happen tomor-
row. So don’t worry. We’ve been 
hearing these predictions since the 
1970s, yet here we are.

Of course, accidents can happen, 
but we also know that the govern-
ments are doing all they can to 
avoid this. It may not work but if a 
collapse is coming we’ll have some 
warning signs, and we’ll take action 
as needed.

So that pretty much sums it up.  
These reminders are good for all of us 
during these volatile and uncertain 
times. But as you’ll see in the fol-
lowing pages, some markets are at a 
crossroads and we’ll show you what 
to be watching for.  You’ll want to be 
on the alert because this month could 
be another volatile one.

CHART 1

RISE WITH UNCERTAINTY
WILL UNCERTAINTY SURPASS 2008?

U.S. BONDS (GOV) U.S. DOLLAR INDEX
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Correcting in a bull market
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It was certainly a volatile 
month for stocks. They’ve 
been up, down and seem-
ingly jittery at the highs.  
And this is making it more 
difficult to determine what 
might happen next.
RECORD HIGHS IN SEPT

On September 19, for 
example, several of the 
U.S. stock indexes hit new 
record highs. The Dow 
Industrials and the Dow 
Transportations triggered 
another bullish Dow Theory 
signal, confirming the mar-
ket is strong and it’s headed 
higher.

Good economic news and low 
interest rates were the main drivers 
for higher stock prices. But despite 
these bullish factors, the market re-
mained mixed. That is, some stocks 
looked good but others didn’t, and 
that’s still the case (see Chart 2).

Stocks then fell. The market 
turned cautious and investors be-
came more nervous over the war 
news in Iraq and Syria, and sluggish 
economic signs. The bull market 
stalled and that’s basically where 
the market currently stands.
HOW FAR DOWN?

Many investors and experts are 
wondering, is the five year bull 
market ending? Or is this a normal 

downward correction, like we’ve 
seen many times before? (The ar-
rows on Chart 3 show that each 
decline in the S&P500 has been fol-
lowed by a rise over the past couple 
of years.)

These are the top questions of 
the day and you can find evidence 
to support both views. 

Let’s start with the pros…
BULLISH FACTORS

Corporate profits are strong and 
interest rates are set to remain 
low well into next year. These two 
factors alone are very bullish for 
stocks. The same is true of stronger 
economic growth.

Plus, the stock market remains 
bullish. The major trend is up and 
until that changes, it’s best to stay 

with the trend and not try 
to second guess it.

Looking at the big pic-
ture of the S&P500, you’ll 
see what we mean (see 
Chart 4).

Note the S&P has been 
in a mega uptrend since 
the 1950s. During that 
time it’s had big ups and 
downs within its mega 
channel, but it’s been in 
a steady upmove since 
2009. 

It recently hit another 
record high and based on 
technicals alone, as long 
as this uptrend remains 

intact, the S&P500 could continue 
up to the top of its trading channel, 
like it did in 2000.The leading indi-
cator reinforces this view because it 
too remains bullish.
The bigger picture

Chart 5 shows an even bigger 
big picture of the 10 year annual-
ized return on stocks, going back to 
the 1920s. This shows the really big 
rises and declines in stocks.

Note the huge rises were in the 
roaring 1920s, the post-war boom 
and the dot-com boom. We’re cur-
rently in the fourth rise, which fol-
lowed the global financial crisis in 
2008.

As our good friend Steve Sjugger-

MICROSOFT DJ TRANSPORTS JOHNSON &  DJ TELECOM S&P GLOBAL MEXICO
(MSFT) (IYT) JOHNSON (JNJ) (IYZ) (IOO) (EWW)
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CHART 7

TIME FOR A REST?
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CHART 6
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ud notes, stocks were overly loved 
at the peaks and they were hated 
at the busts, like during the Great 
Depression, and more recently at 
the lows when the 2008 financial 
crisis turned really ugly.

Currently, however, stocks are 
not loved or hated. Stocks are some-
where in the middle, which means 
they have further upside potential 
before they become too frothy.

Also, the S&P has been posi-
tive 78% of the time in the fourth 
quarter going back to 1950. And 
it’s always been bullish in the third 
year of a presidential term.

THE NEGATIVES
Okay, but what about 

the cons?
The biggest negative 

is the mixed market. 
Some stocks are holding 
up strongly, but oth-
ers are weak. That’s not 
typical. During a good 
bull market, the rising 
tide will take almost all 
stocks along with it, but 
that’s not happening.

Most worrisome are 
the small cap stocks 
(see the Russell 2000 on 
Chart 6). As we showed 
you last month, small 
caps have been declin-
ing since July and this 
month they broke below 
their long-term moving 
average.  Small caps 
could be leading the 
rest of the market 
down.

As you can see, the 
Russell 2000 is going its 

own way, and so are a couple of 
other sectors. The global stock mar-
kets, for instance, have been much 
weaker than the U.S. market. But 
for the most part, they’re still okay. 
It’s just something else we need to 
keep an eye on.

Ideally, all stocks would be ris-
ing together. This either means the 
weaker stocks are lagging or lead-
ing, and we don’t yet know what the 
outcome will be.
End of Fed’s QE?

Another potential negative would 
be the end of QE... Since 2009, 

whenever bond buying end-
ed, stocks declined until QE 
started up again. 

And since the Fed’s 
schedule is to end QE this 
month, it will be removing an 
essential tool that’s kept the 
stock market propped up.

Will this time be an ex-
ception? Is the economy 
really strong enough on its 
own? We’ll soon find out. 
But looking at the Dow In-
dustrials, it’s also showing 
that it may be time for a rest 
(see Chart 7).

Since 2002, the Dow has 

had a 1 and 2 pattern. The 2 peak 
signaled a top in 2007 and the cur-
rent #2 may turn out to be similar. 
Again, it’s still too soon to know but 
it’s another caution signal.
WHAT TO DO…

For now, our stronger stocks are 
showing gains between 17% and 
63%.  And our weaker stocks are 
down on average 5%. 

Since the stock market remains 
bullish and the S&P 500 is only 4% 
below its peak, we’re keeping our 
stocks, especially because they’re 
oversold.  This means they’re due 
for a rebound rise and we’ll likely sell 
some at that time.  So keep in touch 
with our weekly or special alerts.

S&P 500
SINCE 1951

MEGA UPTRENDING CHANNEL SINCE 1950

2000

LEADING INDICATOR (LONG-TERM)
Bullish!
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U.S. INTEREST RATES AND BONDS
Bonds: On a roll

CHART 8 
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The bond market has been on a 
roll!  The rise this year is gaining 
power. 
FAVORITE SAFE HAVEN

This month bonds surged to near 
a 1½ year high. Bonds are strong 
and they’re bullish. And like we’ve 
been saying for most of the year, 
they’re likely headed much higher.

We know that may seem strange, 
especially since interest rates are 
already so low. Nevertheless, it still 
looks like rates are going to fall 
further and as they do, bond prices 
will rise.

One important reason why is 
because bonds continue to shine as 
the world’s favorite safe haven (see 
Chart 8). And this safe haven status 
applies to just about everything.
MORE HOT SPOTS

Normally, safe havens are associ-
ated with global unrest. Currently, 
we have more than our share of that 
going on these days.

Even though Ukraine has basi-
cally settled down, unfortunately, 
there are other hot spots that’ve 
filled this void.

Most impactful, the U.S. and sev-
eral of its allies have been bombing 
ISIS in Iraq and Syria. Israel is in 
on the action too. And considering 
ISIS is determined, and as ruthless 
as they come, we don’t see this situ-
ation ending soon.

On the contrary, it’s essentially a 
continuation of the ongoing unrest 
in the Middle East that’s been going 
on for years.

The bottom line is, several na-
tions have been pulled back into 
this conflict at a time when they 
were technically pulling out.

Meanwhile, the unrest in Hong 
Kong has been adding fuel to the 
geopolitical pot as well. This has 
presented China with a dilemma 
and as it evolves, it’s also boosting 
bonds as investors seek out safe 

havens.
U.S. HAS THE EDGE

The same is true of the sluggish 
and weak economies in the rest of 
the world. Here too, the U.S. econo-
my comes out on top, which simply 
enhances its safe haven appeal.

Plus, at 2.30%, the U.S. 10 year 
yield looks pretty attractive (see 
Chart 9A).

That’s reinforced by the fact that 

nearly half of the world’s bonds 
yield about 1% or less. And with 
European interest rates plunging, 
the U.S.’s 10 year yield is the high-
est compared to its Group of Seven 
peers since 2007.

Making matters worse, Euro-
pean two year notes are actually 
below zero in eight countries. The 
situation is similar in Japan and 
other countries.

So again, this all bodes well for 
U.S. bonds. Plus, based on the tech-
nical evidence, U.S. interest rates 
indeed have room to fall further and 
even then, they’d still have an edge 
on the competition.

Looking at Chart 10, you’ll see 
what we mean.
POISED TO TEST 2008-12 LOWS

This chart goes all the way 
back to 1930 and as you can see, 
interest rates have been in a steep 
decline since 1981. The 30 year 
yield dropped sharply during the 
2008 financial crisis, and again in 
2012. It’s currently on the decline 
and we wouldn’t be surprised if it 
drops down to these 2008 and 2012 
low levels.

Basically, it would be following 
the global trend and Chart 11B re-
inforces this probable outcome.

The leading indicator of the 30 
year yield clearly shows that the 
major trend is down. It also has 
plenty of room to fall further before 
it reaches the major low area, which 
coincides with major lows in the 30 
year yield, like in 2008 and 2012.
UP OR DOWN?

But wait… doesn’t everyone 
think interest rates are going to 
rise, not fall?

Yes, many experts do. But here’s 
the real question…

Once QE stops, will the economy 
be able to stand and grow on its 
own?

So far, the signs have been mixed. 
Lately, the labor market is looking 
better but other economic indicators 

CHART

CHART 9
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CURRENCIES
U.S. dollar: 4+ year high!
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have been up and down. Plus, infla-
tion remains low and deflationary 
pressures still dominate.

So if the economy remains slug-
gish, or spotty, then it’s almost a 
sure thing that interest rates will 
stay low and/or decline further.

And if the economy doesn’t 
bounce back, there’s also a good 
chance QE will continue. In other 
words, the Fed will have to keep it 
going to keep the economy on track, 
despite the almost $4 trillion it’s al-
ready created since the QE program 
began in 2009.
WHAT TO DO

So what’s an investor to do in 

this era of ongoing super 
low interest rates?

That’s the big ques-
tion and there aren’t 
many answers when 
you also consider risk 
factors. 

But interest rate ex-
pert David Eifrig does 
provide some valuable 
insight along these 
lines…

For example, 10 year 
Treasury bonds are su-
per safe and they cur-
rently yield 2.35%. Junk 
bonds pay 5.5% but 

they’re a lot riskier. David likes 
municipal bonds, which are loans 
made to state and municipal gov-
ernments. They yield more than 
Treasuries and they’re safe.

From 1970 to 2011, for instance, 
junk bonds showed a default rate 
of 25%. But better rated munis 
had a default rate of only .02%. He 
likes the Invesco Muni Value Fund 
(IIM), which primarily holds A-rated 
bonds and it looks good.

Generally, bonds move together. 
So if Treasuries are headed higher, 
munis will rise too. In the current 
environment, bonds are still a 
great investment and we continue 

to recommend buying and holding 
long-term U.S. government bonds, 
or the bond ETFs, which move with 
the bond price.

Our favorites are TLT, UBT, TLO 
and TLH and they’re also looking 
good.

CHART

CHART 11
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The U. S. dollar is super strong. 
The dollar’s surge has been non-
stop and it’s set to rise even further 
in the months ahead.
KING OF CASH IS U.S. DOLLAR

The dollar is the only game in 
town and investors worldwide are 
flocking to it. In many ways, cash 
is king, and the king of cash is defi-
nitely the U.S. dollar. In fact, it has 
no competition.

Not only is the U.S. dollar very 
strong, hitting a four+ year high, but 
as you just saw, it has one of the 
highest interest rates compared to 

rates in the other major countries.
In other words, high rates, better 

economic signs and a strong cur-
rency make the U.S. dollar super 
attractive. And that’s why it’s the 
world’s ultimate cash safe haven.

Plus, the technicals are also 
looking good (see Chart 12A). 
BREAKING UP

You may remember that last 
month we were watching the 85 
level on the U.S. dollar index, which 
was a strong resistance… Well, the 
dollar broke clearly above that area 
and it’s now on its way up to the 

2009-10 peaks near the 89 level.
Currently, however, the U.S. 

dollar has risen too far, too fast 
and it’s overbought, as we showed 
you last month. Now it’s even more 
overbought, which means the dol-
lar is due for some sort of a normal 
downward correction in the weeks 
ahead.

Once that happens, it’ll provide 
a good opportunity to sell any of the 
other currencies you may be holding 
and switching them to U.S. dollars. 
Here’s why…

Looking at Chart 12B, you can 
see that the dollar’s long-term 

2008 2012
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leading indicator is now rising and 
it has lots of room to head higher 
before the dollar reaches the “too 
high” area.

This tells us if the dollar indeed 
stalls out or moves down in the 
upcoming weeks, it’s unlikely to 
stay down for long. That is, it may 
take a breather but the dollar will 
then likely resume its rise, perhaps 
surpassing the 89 level and going 
even higher.
THE DOLLAR:  Flexing muscles

Taking a look at the U.S. dol-

lar’s big picture 
you’ll see why 
(see Chart 13).

We’ve shown 
you this chart 
many t imes. 
And  as  you 
know, the dol-
lar’s been in a 
long-term de-
cline for over 
four decades, 
ever since it 
went of f  the 
gold standard. 

But within 
this massive 
dec l ine ,  the 
dollar also has 
had two big rises. These happened 
in the early 1980s and in the late 
1990s, and in both cases the dollar 
rose for about five years.

And now with the dollar breaking 
up, showing impressive strength, 
these previous upmoves warrant 
close attention because the current 
dollar rise could be similar. 

And if it is, the dollar could keep 
rising for a year or two, eventually 
reaching the 43 year downtrend.

That would be a big rise and it 
would be bearish for gold.
THE LESSER EVIL SYNDROME

We know many of you may be 
thinking, that’s not possible, con-
sidering the dollar’s underlying 
bearish financial situation and the 
fact that it’s slowly losing its global 
reserve status.

Currently, for instance, the U.S. 
dollar only makes up about 32% of 
the world’s reserves. That’s down 

sharply from 
55% in 2000. 
But for now, it 
doesn’t matter.

Despite the 
dollar’s nega-
tive fiscal fun-
damentals, it’s 
looking a lot 
better than oth-
er countries. 

Their prob-
lems are worse 
than those in 
the U.S. and 
that’s all that 
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counts for the time being.
Nevertheless, there’s nothing 

that says the current dollar rise has 
to repeat the previous two rises in 
exactly the same fashion. At this 
point, it’s just a possibility but we’re 
watching it closely, especially the 89 
level on the dollar index.

For now, that’s the line in the 
sand. And what happens at 89 will 
tell us a lot about many of the other 
markets… For example, above 89 
would signal a much stronger dollar. 
That in turn would not only be bear-

2 YEAR LOW
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METALS, NATURAL RESOURCES & ENERGY
Battered market, licking their wounds

CHART 16
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ish for the metals and the currency 
markets, but it would also mean 
more expensive U.S. exports, which 
could keep the economy sluggish. 

That would put downward pres-
sure on interest rates and the stock 
market, and it would boost the bond 
market.
CURRENCIES: Weak

Meanwhile, the currencies are 
weak and bearish (see Chart 14). 
The strong dollar is keeping down-
ward pressure on the currencies, 

and so are their monetary policies. 
Basically, no country wants a strong 
currency.

As the U.S. looks to end its QE 
program this month, England, Ja-
pan and the Eurozone are all mov-
ing ahead with their QE programs, 
along with weaker currencies, to 
help stimulate their economies.

And if the U.S. continues to fol-
low Japan, as it has all along, then 
it could keep QE going, despite its 
plans to end it. If it does, then the 
dollar will fall once again, continu-

ing on its 43 year downward path.
Currently, however, that’s not 

the case. Not only are the currencies 
weak but they could fall further (see 
Chart 15).

Using the euro as the example, 
it’s not looking good. It could con-
tinue down to the 1.20 level and 
the others will likely go along for 
the ride.

That’s why we strongly advise 
keeping your cash in U.S. dollars 
for the time being.

It was a bad month.
The metals, resources and com-

modities all took a big hit. Even the 
strong palladium price fell under 
the pressure.  

The U.S. dollar continued to 
jump up as the U.S. economy’s 
bright light continued to glow in an 
otherwise gloomy global economy.

This also kept fears going that 
interest rates will rise, in spite of 
the Fed’s pledge to hold borrowing 
costs near zero well after bond buy-
ing ends.  

This clearly kept downward 
pressure on gold, silver and the 
commodities. 
SILVER LED

Silver led the down draft, falling 
to a 4+ year low as the stock mar-
ket soared. And by month’s end, 
gold had its first quarterly decline 
this year.  It essentially erased its 
2014 rise. Commodities in general 
had the biggest quarterly loss since 
2008. 

Clearly, gold demand is down.  
Holdings in gold ETFs fell to a 5 

year low as price volatility plunged 
to the lowest since 2010.

Money managers cut their bull-
ish gold wagers for 6 straight weeks, 
the longest exit in more than 4 
years.  Plus, global holdings in gold 
ETFs saw their largest monthly exo-
dus since December. 

Gold and silver have been feel-
ing the heat of the strong dol-

lar since July. But the situation 
got uglier this month when gold 
slipped below its December lows 
below $1200 on Oct 3.  Silver fell to 
another 4+ year low and platinum 
dropped to a 5 year low. 

The fall in gold shares was more 
extreme as the HUI index approach-
es its 2008 lows.  Palladium also 
fell from its star status by testing 
its major uptrend.  Copper and the 
base metals fell too.  

The better jobs report was the 
final straw that pushed the dollar 
up, and dragged the metals to these 
recent lows. 

The strong dollar has been 
the driving factor. Growing global 
geopolitical tensions haven’t been 
affecting gold.  Safe haven buying 

went elsewhere. 
GOLD WEAKER THAN BONDS

And with the deflationary tilt 
continuing, bonds are getting the 
benefit. Chart 16 shows this best.

This shows the gold to U.S. bond 
ratio.  As you can see, gold has been 
weaker than bonds since its peak 
in 2011.  This alone reflects the 
disinflationary environment.

But the ratio has been holding 
above the 2012 lows.  Currently, 
however, it’s starting to break this 
support for the first time.  That is, 
bonds are shooting up while gold 
tests its December lows.  

If this tendency stays this way 
over the coming months, bonds will 
continue to be a better investment 
than gold, and it’ll be a further de-
flationary sign.

The trend is your friend and this 
is not a good sign for gold. It’s tak-
ing a back seat for the time being. 
But with gold bouncing up from the 
lows this week, we’ll be watching 
this ratio closely.
GOLD WEAKER THAN STOCKS

The stock market also provides 
another perspective.

Note on Chart 17A  the gold to 
Dow Jones Industrials ratio since 
2000.  The mega 80 month moving 
average works well here.  When the 
ratio is above the moving average, 
gold is the better investment.  Con-
versely, when the ratio is below the 
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moving average, the stock market is 
the better investment.

The ratio crossed below this mov-
ing average last year, which said it 
was time to have more invested in 
the stock market. It was stronger 
than gold.  

We have been invested in the 

stock market all along 
and we raised our posi-
tions during 4Q2012, but 
we also liked that gold 
held at the lows and was 
starting a rise.

With the stock market 
now looking toppy, and 
with the leading indicator 
in an extreme low area, 
we could see the ratio rise 
to favor gold. But as long 
as the ratio stays below 
the mega moving average, 
it’s saying the stock mar-
ket is better than gold.  

We can see that gold 
has clearly taken a back 
seat to bonds and stocks, 
but it’s still to be seen for 
how long.  This is a hard 
one to accept because 
of the unprecedented 
global imbalances that 
have continued 
since 2008.  

Our belief is that gold 
and silver will burst up-
ward at some point in 
response to these.  
GOLD & THE DOLLAR

Next, look at the big 
picture of gold and the 
dollar since 1972 when 
their relationship really 
started (see Chart 18). 
They tend to move in op-
posite directions.  And 
the major trends are up 
for gold and down for the 
dollar.

BUT, there are contra-
trends, which is where we 
are today.  The red ar-
rows show the two times, 
in 1980 and 1995, when 
gold fell and the dollar 
rose for about five years.

The current dollar rise 
and gold decline have 
been going on since 2011.  
It’s been three years in 
the making.  And the 
sharp dollar jump this 
past month is reinforcing 
this contra-trend.

Will it last another year 
or two?  It could. Could 
the dollar rise more than 

gold falls? Yes, it certainly could.  
But one thing is clear, the U.S. can-
not bear a consistently long lasting 
strong dollar.

Interestingly though, this pat-
tern would certainly tie in with the 
gold phases that have been consis-
tent since the 1960s (see August 
TAF Chart #17).  It shows that next 
year will likely be the time for a gold 
turnaround.

But since gold and silver have 
been holding essentially above last 
year’s lows, it felt prudent to keep 
our positions... that is, our lower 
position, which is half of what it 
was in 2011. 

But now that silver and gold 
shares have broken down, it’s time 
to revisit our strategy.  

This means, should we ride it 
through at this point? Should we 
sell now? Having a strategy is the 
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CHART 21

best option, and summarize this 
on page 11.
GOLD & SILVER: A hard look

We’d like to first go over some of 
the markets and their indicators.

Starting with Chart 19, you’ll see 
our timing tool, the gold price with 
its leading indicator since 2008.

With gold currently bouncing 
up from the Oct 3 low, the down-
side scare is easing. But since the 
downside option is still open, we 
want to take a better look at this 
possibility.

Clearly when gold fell below 
$1536 over a year ago, it turned 
the gold market bearish.  The 10 
year old bull market rise was over, 
even though the mega uptrend since 
the late 1960s was still going on.  
The trend stopped being our friend 
at that time.

The fall ended in June, 2013.  
That is, a D decline ended.  Our 

older subscribers know 
that when a bull market 
turns bearish, it tends 
to occur during a D 
decline. And indeed it 
happened once again. 

That decline was the 
most bearish part of the 
last three years. And 
ever since that June, 
gold stabilized above 
those lows with Decem-
ber being the last time 
it was tested.

The rise this year 
looked promising but  
it fizzled out in March 
when the C rise ended.  
It was a bearish C rise 
because it failed to rise 
above the prior A peak 
in 2013.  

A ‘D’ decline has been 
in force since March.  
And with gold now test-
ing the December lows, 
it’s at a major junc-
ture.  

Will the December 
low hold, or not? 

Granted, gold closed 
a dollar below the De-
cember closing low, but 
for practical purposes it 
held.  Now, here is the 

deal...
If gold closes below $1180 and 

stays there, this D decline will be-
come a clear second leg down in the 
bear market... a very bearish sign.  
It would be saying the bear market 
is very much alive and well.

As you can see on the chart, the 
next support level would then be 
the $1000 mark, which is both the 
2008 peak area and the bottom side 
of the downchannel.

But, on the other hand, if gold 
stays above $1180, the D decline 
will be breaking out of its bearish 
mode.  Its decline will then be mod-
erate, which would be a good sign.

This month and next will be the 
true test.  Just staying above these 
lows will be a good thing. A rise 
above $1230 would be a great start 
to stability!
SILVER: On sale

Silver is similar even though it’s 

weaker than gold. It was hit by both 
gold and the resource sector falling.    
This tends to make silver more vola-
tile than gold overall.

Chart 20A shows silver now 
holding near a 4+ year low. This low 
is coinciding with the bottom side of 
a 20 year upchannel.  Plus, the lead-
ing long-term indicator (B) continues 
to bottom near extreme lows. 

The next downside target is pos-
sibly the $15 level, the 2006 highs.  
We could still see more weakness 
upcoming, but it looks like the 
downside is limited.

Good sense is saying buy some 
silver now, if you want to buy more, 
and clearly below $17.50.  If $15 is 
tested, it would be a super price. 
Once silver closes back above 
$20.30, it’ll be a strong turnaround 
sign.

Notice the silver to gold ratio (C) 
is near a low area for the first time 
in 5 years.  This is another sign of 
good value.

The metals are on sale.  We 
just have to see how long this sale 
lasts.
GOLD SHARES: In the pits

Gold shares continued falling 

AdenOriginalChart
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CHART 22
GOLD SHARES: 
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more than gold this past month.  
The HUI gold bugs index fell clearly 
below its December lows and it’s 
quickly heading to the 2008 lows 
(see Chart 21A). 

The leading indicator (B) is show-
ing that gold shares could decline 
further to probably test the 2008 
lows while the indicator reaches 
the low level.

That is for now, because on a 
bigger picture basis, gold shares 
are extremely oversold, the most in 
years.  A good example is shown on 
Chart 22, comparing gold shares to 
gold.  This ratio continues to bot-
tom at the lower side of a 45 year 
downchannel!

This is a massive formation and 
once complete, we should see gold 
shares explode upward versus 
gold.

Palladium has been a star, ris-
ing to 14 year highs last month (see 
Chart 23).  Despite the fall this past 

month, it’s still in a bull market and 
we recommend keeping it.

Platinum is another story. Af-
ter being the darling leading up to 
its 2008 peak, it gave up.  It failed 
to surpass this high and it’s been 
under pressure since.  It recently 
reached a 5 year low.  We con-
tinue to recommend staying out 
of platinum. 

In fact, Russia and South Af-
rica together hold about 80% of 
the earth’s platinum-group metal 
reserves.  They’re planning to meet 
to see how they can protect slump-
ing prices.

Norilsk Nickel, the world’s biggest 
palladium producer, is planning to 
join this upcoming meeting.
RESOURCES: A deflationary hit

The resource sector has been the 
worst hit sector.  From base metals, 
raw materials, to soft commodities, 
the Summer months have been 
brutal (see Chart 24).

World food prices fell to a 6 
month low in September, the lon-
gest slide since 2009.  Plus, copper, 
the barometer for global growth, 
has been under pressure in recent 
years.  

Chart 23 shows copper getting 
closer to the lower side of the band 
where it will most likely hold.  That 
is, it looks like the worst of the 
downside is behind us. It has sup-
port at $2.90 and the final support 
is at the 2010 lows.  

Crude oil is on the slide too.  
But in oil’s case it’s not so surpris-
ing with the excess supply on the 
market during this slow demand 

time.  It fell to near a two  year low 
and as the chart shows, it could 
possibly fall to the lower side of the 
band near $78.

The resource sector in general 
may be getting closer to its lows, but 
it’s premature to say for now.
STRATEGY PLAN

The metals and gold shares have 
fallen into a good value area when 
looking at the big picture.  The bear 
market is in charge, however, which 
means we have to stay cautious.  
It’s dangerous to catch a falling 
knife, but with gold holding at the 
December lows, while they’re all 
clearly oversold, we’re keeping our 
position.  Gold is our guide for this 
universe.  If it falls clearly below 
$1180, then we’ll lighten up on our 
positions. Depending on how the 
market unfolds during this fourth 
quarter, we’ll adjust our positions 
accordingly, by either selling some 
and/or buying others. 
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    It’s been a difficult month.  The markets have been wild and volatile, putting investors on edge.  Bonds have been the 
best, along with the U.S. dollar.  Stocks have been up and down, and the metals markets declined steeply.  For now, 
we advise staying with our recommendations and allocations in the various markets.  The weaker markets are currently 
oversold and we’ll be looking to lighten up on some of these positions during upward rebounds.

PRECIOUS  METALS, ENERGY, RESOURCE  
   The metals’ universe took a further hit this past month, and the strong U.S. dollar is the main reason why.  Silver led the 
way down by falling to a 4+ year low. Gold seriously tested the December lows while gold shares fell even further. Gold has 
now had its first quarterly loss this year. Considering the overall condition, and the extreme oversold nature of this sector, 
we’re keeping our 20% position.  A rebound rise is just getting started, and if gold stays above $1180 we’ll continue to hold.  
Much depends on how the market unfolds during this fourth quarter. We’ll adjust our positions accordingly, by either selling 
some and/or buying others.   Keep a 
close look at our weekly updates. 

U.S. & GLOBAL STOCK  MARKETS  
  The stock market has been very vola-
tile but it remains bullish.  The S&P 500 
is only down 4% from its peak, despite 
all the publicity.  For now, we advise 
keeping our recommended stocks, 
especially because many are oversold. 
But we may sell some on a rebound 
rise.  Stay cautious and keep in touch 
with our updates.

CURRENCIES  
  The U.S. dollar jumped up to a 4+ 
year high and it’s poised to head higher.  
But it’s currently overbought and due 
for a normal downward correction in 
the upcoming weeks.  Keep your cash 
in dollars for now.  The currencies are 
weak.  If you still have other currencies, 
plan to sell them during an upward 
rebound.

INTEREST  RATES  &  BONDS  
   Bonds are strong and bullish.  They’re 
the world’s favorite safe haven and 
they’re set to rise further in the months 
ahead.  That is, interest rates are 
headed lower.  We continue to rec-
ommend buying and holding 35% of 
your total portfolio in over 10 year U.S. 
government bonds, or bond ETFs.  For 
new positions buy TLT, UBT, TLO and 
TLH, which are the favorites.

OVERALL   PORTFOLIO  RECOMMENDATION 

Note: Shares, funds & ETFs  are listed in the box in order of strength per each section. Keep the ones you have on the list.             

10% Cash  
U.S. dollars 

35%  
U.S. & 

Global Stocks

20% 
Precious Metals 
Gold & silver physical & 
ETFs & gold 
& silver shares.  
Palladium 
ETF

35%  LT U.S. 
Gov’t Bonds

PRICE AT % GAIN/LOSS CURRENT 
NAME SYMBOL DATE PRICE issue date  SINCE BOT RECOMM

Royal Gold RGLD Mar-14 66.04 67.35 1.98 Hold
Palladium PALL Jan-13 69.71 77.25 10.82 Hold
Agnico Eagle AEM Feb-14 33.68 29.51 -12.38 Hold
Junior Gold Miners GDXJ Jul-14 43.66 32.90 -24.64 Hold
Gold (physical) Oct-01 277.25 1225.30 341.95 Hold
iShares Gold Trust IAU May-05 4.17 11.84 183.93 Hold
SPDR Gold Shares GLD Nov-04 44.38 117.64 165.07 Hold
Central Gold Trust GTU May-09 36.53 41.65 14.02 Hold
NewGold NGD Apr-10 5.13 4.78 -6.82 Hold
Silver Wheaton SLW Sep-09 11.66 19.56 67.75 Hold
Central Fd of Canada CEF Apr-04 6.39 12.38 93.74 Hold
Silver (physical) Aug-03 4.93 17.42 253.35 Hold
iShares Silver Trust SLV May-06 14.50 16.62 14.62 Hold

PRICE AT % GAIN/LOSS CURRENT 
NAME SYMBOL DATE PRICE issue date  SINCE BOT RECOMM

Microsoft MSFT Feb-13 28.01 45.85 63.69 Hold
Procter & Gamble PG Sep-12 68.10 83.66 22.85 Hold
Utilities Select XLU Apr-14 43.11 42.73 -0.88 Hold
iShares US Med Dv IHI Oct-13 86.70 102.08 17.74 Hold
Nasdaq Powershrs QQQ Jun-14 92.82 96.86 4.35 Hold
S&P Glbl Tech IXN May-14 87.75 89.06 1.49 Hold
Johnson & Johnson JNJ Feb-13 76.16 102.08 34.03 Hold
Dow Diamonds DIA Jun-14 169.08 166.34 -1.62 Hold
iShares Transports IYT Oct-13 118.85 143.72 20.93 Hold
iShrs Mexico EWW Jul-14 70.93 67.54 -4.78 Hold
iShrs Hong Kong EWH Jul-14 21.65 20.91 -3.42 Hold
DJ US Telecom IYZ Sep-12 25.22 28.75 14.00 Hold
iShrs Singapore EWS Jul-14 14.04 13.26 -5.56 Hold
iShrs Canada EWC Jul-14 32.65 29.72 -8.97 Hold
Global 100 IOO Oct-13 72.97 75.23 3.10 Hold
Energy Select SPDR XLE Aug-12 72.37 84.74 17.09 Hold
BHP Billiton BHP Aug-13 67.68 57.28 -15.37 Hold

PRICE AT % GAIN/LOSS CURRENT 
NAME SYMBOL DATE PRICE issue date  SINCE BOT RECOMM

20+ year Try Bond TLT Feb-14 107.78 118.87 10.29 Buy/Hold
Ultra 20+  Treasury UBT Feb-14 58.00 71.25 22.84 Buy/Hold
10-20  Treasury Bond TLH Feb-14 125.73 132.25 5.19 Buy/Hold
SPDR L-T Treasury TLO May-14 66.40 69.27 4.32 Buy/Hold
Intermediate Muni MUNI Feb-14 52.69 53.64 1.80 Hold

OUR OPEN POSITIONS in order of strength per section

PURCHASE

PURCHASE

GOLD AND SILVER ETFs & SHARES

STOCKS & ETFs

BONDS
PURCHASE


